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Any measurement is intended to provide information on a system, namely knowledge about its
state. However, we learn from quantum theory that it is generally impossible to extract information
without disturbing the state of the system or its correlations with other systems. In this paper we
address the issue of the interplay between information and disturbance for a general operational
probabilistic theory. The traditional notion of disturbance considers the fate of the system state
after the measurement. However, the fact that the system state is left untouched ensures that
also correlations are preserved only in the presence of local discriminability. Here we provide the
definition of disturbance that is appropriate for a general theory. We then prove an equivalent con-
dition for no-information without disturbance—atomicity of the identity—namely the impossibility
of achieving the trivial evolution—the identity—as the coarse-graining of a set of non trivial ones.
We prove a general theorem showing that information that can be retrieved without disturbance
corresponds to perfectly repeatable and discriminating tests. As a consequence we prove a struc-
ture theorem for operational probabilistic theories, showing that the set of states of any system
decomposes as a direct sum of perfectly discriminable sets, and such decomposition is preserved
under system composition. Besides proving that no-information without disturbance is implied by
the purification postulate, we show via concrete examples that the converse is not true. Finally we
show that no-information without disturbance and local discriminability are independent.

I. INTRODUCTION

The possibility that gathering information on a phys-
ical system may affect the state of the system itself was
introduced by Heisenberg in his famous gedanken exper-
iment [1], which became the first paradigm of quantum
mechanics. The issue raised by Heisenberg spawned a
vaste literature up to present days (see [2, 3] as recent
reviews), with a variety of quantifications of “informa-
tion” and “disturbance” and corresponding tradeoff re-
lations [4–7]. All these results are quantitative accounts
of a core issue in quantum theory, the no-information
without disturbance theorem [8, 9]. The proofs of the
theorem rely on the mathematical structure of quantum
theory, and thus do not emphasise the logical relation
between no-information without disturbance and other
quantum features, such as local discriminability (the pos-
sibility of discriminating multipartite states via only local
measurements) or purification (every mixed state can be
obtained as the marginal state of a pure state).

The framework here used for exploring the relation
between information and disturbance is that of opera-
tional probabilistic theories (OPTs) [9–11]. In this set-
ting a rigorous formulation of the notions of system, pro-
cess, and their compositions is given, which constitutes
the grammar for the probabilistic description of an ex-
periment. Quantum theory and classical theory are two
instances of OPTs.

For some probabilistic theories which can be reframed
as OPTs, the definitions of information and disturbance
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have been investigated in the presence of local discrim-
inability, purification, and causality [12–15]. For OPTs
satisfying those three axioms the no-information without
disturbance theorem has been proved in Refs. [9, 10]. In
the present paper we point out a weakness in the exist-
ing notion of disturbance, which is ubiquitous in all past
approaches. Indeed, the conventional definition of dis-
turbance asserts that an experiment does not disturb the
system if and only if its overall effect is to leave its state
unchanged, disregarding the effects of the experiment on
the environment. Whilst this captures the meaning of
disturbance within quantum theory, we cannot consist-
ently apply the same notion in theories that violate local
discriminability. A significative case is that of the Fer-
mionic theory [16–18] where, due to the parity superse-
lection rule, an operation that does not disturb a bunch
of Fermionic systems still could affect their correlations
with other systems. This issue can be cured asking a
non-disturbing experiment to preserve not only the sys-
tem state, but also its purifications [9, 10]. This extension
of the notion of disturbance is general enough to capture
the operational meaning of disturbance for Fermionic sys-
tems, however, it is still unsatisfactory, since it cannot be
used to describe disturbance in models that do not enjoy
purification, e. g. classical information theory.

Here we will define non-disturbing operations only by
referring to the OPT framework, thus providing a no-
tion that holds also for theories that do not satisfy local
discriminability, purification, or causality, and even for
theories whose sets of states are not convex. Given a
system, and an operation on it, the fate of any possible
dilation of the states of the system is taken into account,
where by dilation we mean any state of a larger system,
whose marginal is the dilated state [19]. We prove then a
necessary and sufficient condition for a theory to satisfy
no-information without disturbance. The condition is the
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impossibility of realizing the identity transformation as a
nontrivial coarse-graining of a set of operations. Technic-
ally speaking the above conditions amounts to atomicity
of the identity. Moreover, since a theory might satisfy
no-information without disturbance only when restricted
to some collections of states, we will provide a weaker
necessary and sufficient condition for this case.

Similarly to the Heisenberg uncertainty relations, the
no-information without disturbance has been considered
as a characteristic quantum trait. Instead, as we will
see here, this feature can be exhibited in the absence of
most of the principles of quantum theory [9], and it is ubi-
quitous among OPTs. Moreover, the most general case is
that of an OPT where some information can be extracted
without disturbance, in which case this information has
all the features of a classical one. On the other hand, the
only kind of systems that allow extracting any inform-
ation without disturbance is the classical system. This
observation provides an alternative way of characterising
classical systems with respect to Ref. [20].

In Section II we review the framework of operational
probabilistic theories and some relevant features that
characterize quantum theory within this scenario. In Sec-
tion III we generalize the notion of equality upon-input
to general OPTs, including the cases in which local dis-
criminability does not hold. In Section IV, after intro-
ducing the definition of information and disturbance, we
present the main results of this paper: i) the atomicity of
the identity evolution as a necessary and sufficient con-
dition for no-information without disturbance; ii) other
equivalent necessary and sufficient conditions in terms
of properties of reversible evolutions of the theory; iii)
other only sufficient conditions (e.g. purification); iv) a
structure theorem for theories where some information
can be extracted without disturbance. We prove that
the information that can be extracted without disturb-
ance is “classical”, in the sense that the measurement is
a repeatable reading of shareable information. Moreover,
the classical theory of information is the only OPT with
local discriminability in which all the information can be
extracted without disturbance. In Section V we deepen
the relation between no-information without disturbance
and other characteristic properties of quantum theory.
We show that no-information without disturbance can be
satisfied by theories without purification and independ-
ently of local discriminability, providing counterexamples
based on some of the conditions mentioned above. We
end with the conclusions in Section VI.

II. THE FRAMEWORK

In this section we review the framework of operational
probabilistic theories (OPT) (we refer to [9–11] for further
details).

The primitives of an operational theory are the no-
tions of test, event, and system. A test {Ai}i∈X is the
collection of events Ai, where i labels the element of the

outcome space X. In the quantum case Ai is the ith
quantum operation of the quantum instrument {Ai}i∈X.
The notion of test bridges the experiment with the the-
ory, with i ∈ X denoting the objective outcome, and Ai
the mathematical description of the corresponding event.
The notion of system, here denoted by capital Roman let-
ters A,B, . . ., rules connections of tests. An input and an
output label are associated to any test (event). We rep-
resent a test AX := {Ai}i∈X and its building events Ai
by the diagrams

A AX
B , A Ai B ,

respectively, with the rule that an output wire can be con-
nected only to an input wire with the same label. Thus,
given two tests AX and BY we can define their sequential
composition (BA)X×Y as the collection of events

A BjAi C = A Ai B Bj C ,

for i ∈ X and j ∈ Y. A singleton test is a test contain-
ing a single event. We call such an event deterministic.
For every system A there exists a unique singleton test
{IA} such that IBA = AIA = A for every event A with
input A and output B, and we call IA identity of system
A. Besides sequential compositions of tests and events,
a theory is specified by the rule for composing them in
parallel. For every couple of systems (A,B) we can form
the composite system C := AB, on which we can per-
form tests (C ⊗ D)X×Y with events Ci ⊗ Dj in parallel
composition represented as follows

A

Ci ⊗Dj
B

C D
=

A Ci B

C Dj D
,

and satisfying the condition (Eh⊗Fk)(Ci⊗Dj) = (EhCi)⊗
(FkDj). Notice that we use the tensor product symbol
⊗ for the parallel composition rule. Actually, for the
quantum and the classical OPT the parallel composition
is the usual tensor product of linear maps. However, for a
general OPT, the parallel composition may not coincide
with a tensor product.

There exists a special system type I, the trivial system,
such that AI = IA = A for every system A. The tests
with input system I and output A are called preparation-
tests of A, while the tests with input system A and output
I are called observation-tests of A. Preparation-events of
A are graphically denoted as boxes without the input
wire ρ A (or in formula as round kets |ρ)A), and the
observation-events by boxes with no output wire A c
(in formula round bras (c|A). For example, one can have
events of the following kind

ρi B

C Dj D
= C ρi ⊗Dj BD .

We will always use the Greek letters to denote
preparation-tests {ρi}i∈X and Latin letters to denote
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observation-tests {cj}j∈X (we will not specify the system
when it is clear from the context).

An arbitrary test obtained by parallel and sequential
composition of box diagrams is called circuit. A circuit is
closed if its overall input and output systems are trivial:
it starts with a preparation test and ends with an obser-
vation test. An operational theory is probabilistic if to
any closed circuit of tests corresponds a probability dis-
tribution for the joint test. Such a theory is an OPT. For
example the application of an observation-event ci after
the preparation-event ρj corresponds to the closed circuit
(ci|ρj

)
A

and denotes the probability of the outcome (i, j)
of the observation-test cX after the preparation-test ρY
of system A, i.e.

ρj A ci := Pr
[
i, j
∣∣∣ ρY A cX

]
.

For a more complex example, consider the test

T U := ΨV

A

AW

B BX
C

EY
D E

CZ

F

G

,

with U = V ×W ×X×Y × Z. Then we define

Ψi

A

Aj
B Bk C

Em
D E

Cl
F

G

:= Pr[i, j, k, l,m|T U].

Summarising: by a closed circuit made of events we de-
note their joint probability upon the connection specified
by the circuit graph, with nodes being the test boxes, and
links being the system wires.

Given a system A of a probabilistic theory we can
quotient the set of preparation-events of A by the equi-
valence relation |ρ)A ∼ |σ)A ⇔ (c|ρ)A = (c|σ)A
for every observation-event c. Similarly we can quo-
tient observation-events. The equivalence classes of
preparation-events and observation-events of A will be
denoted by the same symbols as their elements |ρ)A and
(c|A, respectively, and will be called state and effect for
system A.

For every system A, we will denote by St(A), Eff(A)
the sets of states and effects, respectively. States and
effects are real-valued functionals on each other, and can
be naturally embedded in reciprocally dual real vector
spaces, StR(A) and EffR(A), whose dimension dim(A) is
assumed to be finite.

In Appendix A it is proved that an event A with in-
put system A and output system B induces a linear map
from StR(AC) to StR(BC) for each ancillary system C.
The collection of all these maps is called transformation
from A to B. More explicitly, given two transformations
A,A′ ∈ Transf(A,B), one has A = A′, if and only if

Ψ

A A B

a
C

= Ψ

A A′ B

a
C

,

for every C, every Ψ ∈ St(AC), and every a ∈ Eff(BC),
namely they give the same probabilities within every pos-
sible closed circuit. Notice that, using the fact that two
states are equal if and only if they give the same prob-
ability when paired to every effect, the above condition
amounts to state that A = A′ if and only if

Ψ

A A B

C
= Ψ

A A′ B

C
, (1)

for every C, and every Ψ ∈ St(AC).
In the following, the symbols A and A A B will be

used to represent the transformation corresponding to
the event A. The set of transformations from A to
B will be denoted by Transf(A,B), with linear span
TransfR(A,B). It is now obvious that a linear map
A ∈ TransfR(A,B) is admissible if it locally preserves the
set of states St(AC), namely A⊗ IC(St(AC)) ⊆ St(BC),
for every system C. In the following we will write
A |Ψ)AC instead of A⊗ IC |Ψ)AC, with Ψ ∈ St(AC) and
A ∈ Transf(A,B) when the domains are clear from the
context.

An operational probabilistic theory is now defined as a
collection of systems and transformations with the above
rules for parallel and sequential composition and with a
probability associated to any closed circuit[21].

We introduce now the notions of refinement of an event
and atomic event.

Definition 1 (Refinement of an event). A refinement
of an event C ∈ Transf(A,B) is given by a collection of
events {Di}i∈X from A to B, such that there exists a
test {Di}i∈Y with X ⊆ Y and C =

∑
i∈XDi. We say

that a refinement {Di}i∈X of C is trivial if Di = λiC,
λi ∈ [0, 1], for every i ∈ X. Conversely, C is called the
coarse-graining of the events {Di}i∈X.

In the following we will often refer to a refinement of
C simply as C =

∑
i∈XDi, without specifying the test

including the events Di.

Definition 2 (Refining event). Given two events C,D ∈
Transf(A,B) we say that D refines C, and write D ≺ C,
if there exist a refinement {Di}i∈X of C such that D ∈
{Di}i∈X.

Definition 3 (Non redundant test). We call a test
{Ai}i∈X non redundant when for every pair i, j ∈ X one
has Ai 6= λAj for λ > 0.

Notice that a test that is redundant can be interpreted
as a non redundant test followed by a conditional coin
tossing. As a consequence a redundant test always gives
some spurious information, unrelated to the input state.
From a redundant test one can achieve a maximal non
redundant one by taking the test made of coarse grainings
of all the sets of proportional elements.

Definition 4 (Refinement set). Given an event C ∈
Transf(A,B) we define its refinement set RefC the set of
all events that refine C.
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Definition 5 (Atomic and refinable events). An event
C is atomic if it admits only trivial refinements, namely
D ≺ C implies D = λC, λ ∈ [0, 1]. An event is refinable
if it is not atomic.

In the special case of states, the word pure is used as
synonym of atomic, with a pure state describing an event
that provides maximal knowledge about the system’s pre-
paration. This means that the knowledge provided by a
pure state cannot be further refined. As usual a state
that is not pure will be calle mixed.

A relevant notion is that of internal state:

Definition 6 (Internal state). Given a system A, a state
χ ∈ St(A) is internal if for every state ρ ∈ St(A) there is
a non-zero probability p > 0 such that pρ ∈ Refχ.

The geometric interpretation of “internal” is the intu-
itive one, namely an internal state cannot belong to the
boundary of the set of states St(A).

The last definition we introduce is that of state dila-
tion.

Definition 7 (Dilation of a state ρ). We say that Ψ ∈
St(AB) is a dilation of ρ ∈ St(A) if

ρ A = Ψ

A

B eB

for some deterministic effect e ∈ Eff(B). We denote by
Dρ the set of all dilations of the state ρ. More generally,
given a collection of states X ⊆ St(A) we define DX :=⋃
ρ∈X Dρ.

We remark that, given σ ∈ X, every state of the form
σ ⊗ ρ belongs to DX .

Notice that there are generally more than one de-
terministic effect for the same system, differently from
quantum theory, where the partial trace over the Hilbert
space of the system is the only way to discard it. Instead,
in a theory with more deterministic effects for the same
system B the marginal state of system A generally de-
pends on the effect used to discard the system B. In the
following we will call marginal of a state with determin-
istic effect e the specific marginal obtained by applying
the effect e ∈ Eff(B).

Lemma 1. Given a state ρ ∈ St(A) one has RefDρ ⊆
DRefρ , where RefDρ denotes the union of the refinements
of any state in Dρ.

Proof. Consider a system B and a state Ψ ∈ St(AB):

1. Ψ ∈ DRefρ iff (e|B |Ψ)AB = |σ)A, with σ ∈ Refρ,
and e ∈ Eff(B) deterministic.

2. Ψ ∈ RefDρ iff there exists a state Ω ∈ St(AB), with
Ω ∈ Dρ, and a refinement {Ψi}i∈X of Ω such that
Ψ ∈ {Ψi}i∈X.

By hypothesis {Ψi}i∈X is a refinement of Ω, namely

|Ω)AB =
∑
i∈X
|Ψi)AB , (2)

and Ω ∈ Dρ, namely (e|B |Ω)AB = |ρ)A. Accordingly,
marginalising both sides of Eq. (2) one has that for every
i ∈ X, (e|B |Ψi)AB = |σi)A ∈ Refρ. Since Ψ ∈ {Ψi}i∈X,
this concludes the proof. �

A. Relevant classes of OPTs

A frequently highlighted property within the wider
scenario of OPTs is that of multipartite states discrim-
ination via local measurements:

Definition 8 (Local discriminability). It is possible to
discriminate between any pair of states of composite sys-
tems using only local measurements. Mathematically,
given two joint states Ψ,Ψ′ ∈ St(AB) with Ψ 6= Ψ′, there
exist two effects a ∈ Eff(A) and b ∈ Eff(B), such that

Ψ

A a

B b
6= Ψ′

A a

B b
.

Two relevant consequences of local discriminability
are: i) the local characterization of transformations, stat-
ing that the local behaviour of a transformation is suf-
ficient to fully characterize the transformation itself; ii)
the atomicity of parallel composition. Here we report
those two features for the convenience of the reader.

Proposition 1 (Local characterization of transforma-
tions). If local discriminability holds, then for any two
transformations A,A′ ∈ Transf(A,B), the condition
A |ρ)A = A′ |ρ)A for every ρ ∈ St(A) implies A = A′.

See Ref. [10] for the proof.

Proposition 2 (Atomicity of parallel composition). If
an OPT satisfies local discriminability then the parallel
composition is atomic.

For the proof of the above proposition see Ref. [22]. We
observe that an OPT with local discriminability allows
for tomography of multipartite states using only local
measurements. In an OPT with local discriminability,
the linear space of effects of a composite system is the
tensor product of the linear spaces of effects of the com-
ponent systems, namely Eff(AB)R ≡ Eff(A)R ⊗ Eff(B)R.
Thus, any bipartite effect c ∈ Eff(AB) can be written as
a linear combination of product effects, and every prob-
ability (c|ρ)AB, for ρ ∈ St(AB), can be computed as a
linear combination of the probabilities ((a|A⊗(b|B) |ρ)AB
arising from a finite set of product effects. The same
holds for the linear space of states and in an OPT with
local discriminability the parallel composition of two
states (effects) can be understood as a tensor product.
Finally, the relation dim (AB) = dim(A) dim(B) between
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the linear dimension of the set of states/effects holds,
whereas for theories without local discriminability it
holds dim (AB) > dim(A) dim(B).

Recently it has been shown that relevant physical the-
ories, such as the Fermionic theory [16], can be described
in the OPT framework relaxing the property of local
discriminability [17, 18]. The most general scenario for
OPTs that exhibit a finite degree of holism is that of
OPTs with n-local discriminability for some n ∈ N [23]:

Definition 9 (n-local discriminability). A theory satis-
fies n-local discriminability if whenever two states ρ and
ρ′ are different, there exist a n-local effect b such that
(b|ρ) 6= (b|ρ′

)
. We say that an effect is n-local if it can

be written as a conic combination of tensor products of
effects that are at most n-partite.

Two notable examples are indeed Fermionic quantum
theory and real quantum computation [17, 18, 23] that
are both 2-local tomographic.

Another relevant class of OPTs is that of theories with
purification [10, 24]. As a result of this paper we will
show (Proposition 7) that the set of OPTs with purifica-
tion is strictly smaller than the set of OPTs that satisfy
no-information without disturbance. Moreover, we will
see that a weak version of purification, which does not
require the uniqueness (as in quantum theory) but just
the existence of a purification for each state of the theory,
is enough to imply no-information without disturbance.
Accordingly, we define the following class of OPTs.

Definition 10 (Purification). We say that an OPT sat-
isfies purification if for every system A and for every
state ρ ∈ St(A), there exists a system B and a pure state
Ψ ∈ St(AB) that is a dilation of ρ.

Remark 1 (Equivalent definition of purification). One
can provide an equivalent definition of purification based
on the notion of dilation of Definition 7. Indeed, an OPT
satisfies purification if for every system A and for every
state ρ ∈ St(A), the dilation set Dρ contains a pure state.

As already noticed, the above definition does not re-
quire the purification of a state to be unique up to re-
versible transformations on the purifying system, as it is
for example in quantum theory.

The last relevant class of OPTs that we point out is
that of causal theories:

Definition 11 (Causal OPTs). The probability of pre-
paration events in a closed circuit is independent of the
choice of observations.

Mathematically, if {ρi}i∈X ⊂ St(A) is a preparation-
test, then the conditional probability of the preparation
ρi given the choice of the observation-test {aj}j∈Y is the
marginal

Pr
(
i|{aj}

)
:=
∑
j∈Y

(
aj
∣∣ρi)A .

In a causal theory the marginal probability Pr
(
i|{aj}

)
is

independent of the choice of the observation-test {aj}: if
{aj}j∈Y and {bk}k∈Z are two different observation- tests,
then one has Pr

(
i|{aj}

)
= Pr

(
i|{bk}

)
.

The present notion of causality is simply the Einstein
causality expressed in the language of OPTs. As proved
in Ref. [10] causality is equivalent to the existence a
unique deterministic effect eA. We call the effect eA the
deterministic effect for system A. By definiton in non
causal theories the deterministic effect cannot be unique.

III. OPERATIONAL IDENTITIES BETWEEN
TRANSFORMATIONS

As expressed in Eq. (1), two transformations A,A′ ∈
Transf(A,B) of an OPT are said to be operationally
identical if for every system C and for every state Ψ ∈
St(AC) one has A |Ψ)AC = A′ |Ψ)AC. However, two non-
identical maps A,A′ ∈ Transf(A,B) could behave in the
same way when their action is restricted to a relevant
subclass of states.

The notion of identical transformation upon input of
a state ρ ∈ St(A) has been introduced in the literature
(see Refs. [9, 25] and references therein):

Definition 12 (Identical transformations upon in-
put of ρ). We say that two transformations A,A′ ∈
Transf(A,B) are equal upon input of ρ ∈ St(A), and write
A =ρ A′, if for every σ ∈ Refρ it is Aσ = A′σ.

According to this definition, even if A =ρ A′, still the
maps A and A′ could act differently on dilations of ρ,
namely it could be A |Ψ)AC 6= A′ |Ψ)AC, for some Ψ ∈
St(AC) with Ψ ∈ Dρ. In this case the difference between
A and A′ would go undetected if only their action on
system A is considered. As proved in Corollary 1, the
local action of a map is sufficient to determine the map
itself if the OPT satisfies local discriminability. However,
for theories without local discriminability the local action
of a transformation might not be sufficient to characterize
it. For this reason we introduce the notion of identical
transformation upon input of dilations of a state ρ.

Definition 13 (Identical transformations upon input of
Dρ). Given a state ρ ∈ St(A), we say that two transform-
ations A,A′ ∈ Transf(A,B) are equal upon input of Dρ,
and write A =Dρ A′, if A |Ψ)AC = A′ |Ψ)AC for every
Ψ ∈ DRefρ .

An immediate consequence of the above definition is
the following lemma

Lemma 2 (Identical transformations). If two transform-
ations A,A′ ∈ Transf(A,B) are equal upon input of Dχ,
with χ ∈ St(A) internal, then the two transformations
are identical and we simply write A = A′.

Proof. This immediately follows observing that if χ is an
internal state of system A then Dχ coincides with the set
of all states St(AC) for any possible system C. �
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In Definition 5 we introduced the notion of atomic
events. Based on the present notion of identical trans-
formation upon input of Dρ we can provide a weaker
version of atomicity for transformations

Definition 14 (Atomic and refinable transformation
upon input of Dρ). A transformation A ∈ Transf(A,B)
is atomic upon input of Dρ, with ρ ∈ St(A), if all its
refinements are trivial upon input of Dρ, namely B ≺ A
implies B =Dρ λA, λ ∈ [0, 1]. Conversely, we say that
an event is refinable upon input of Dρ whenever it is not
atomic upon input of Dρ.

Here we show that the two definitions 12 and 13 coin-
cide for causal OPTs with local discriminability. For this
purpose we first need the following lemma.

Lemma 3. In a causal OPT, if Ψ ∈ St(AB), with Ψ ∈
DRefρ for some ρ ∈ St(A), then

{(b|B |Ψ)AB |b ∈ Eff(B)} ⊆ Refρ. (3)

Proof. By definition it is (e|B |Ψ)AB = |σ)A with
σ ∈ Refρ, with e the unique deterministic effect of
B. Given an arbitrary effect b ∈ Eff(B), we can al-
ways consider the observation test {b, e − b}. Since
it is (b|B |Ψ)AB , (e− b|B |Ψ)AB ∈ Refρ we have that
{(b|B |Ψ)AB |b ∈ Eff(B)} ⊆ Refρ. �

Proposition 3. In a causal OPT with local discriminab-
ility, given two transformations A,A′ ∈ Transf(A,B), the
two conditions A =ρ A′ and A =Dρ A′ are equivalent.

Proof. We first prove that A =ρ A′ ⇒ A =Dρ A′.
Consider an arbitrary Ψ ∈ DRefρ , with ρ ∈ St(A).
Let for example be Ψ ∈ St(AC). By hypothesis it is
A =ρ A′, namely A |σ)A = A′ |σ)A for every σ ∈ Refρ.
Then, due to Lemma 3, ∀b ∈ Eff(B), ∀c ∈ Eff(C), it
is (b|B (c|C (A ⊗ IC) |Ψ)AC = (b|B (c|C (A′ ⊗ IC) |Ψ)AC,
and by local discriminability we conclude that (A ⊗
IC) |Ψ)AC = (A′ ⊗ IC) |Ψ)AC. Since this holds true for
every Ψ ∈ DRefρ , we conclude that A =Dρ A′. The con-
verse implication A =Dρ A′ ⇒ A =ρ A′ is trivial. �

Based on the above identities of transformations we
can also provide the notion of faithful state upon input
of ρ and faithful state upon input of Dρ (which again
coincide for OPTs whit local discriminability).

Definition 15 (Faithful state upon input of ρ). A state
Ψ ∈ St(AB) is faithful upon input of ρ ∈ St(A) if, given
two arbitrary transformations A,A′ ∈ Transf(A,C), the
condition A |Ψ)AB = A′ |Ψ)AB implies that A =ρ A′.

Definition 16 (Faithful state upon input of Dρ). Given
a system A and a state ρ ∈ St(A), we say that a state
Ψ ∈ St(AB) is faithful upon input of Dρ if, given two
arbitrary transformations A,A′ ∈ Transf(A,C), the con-
dition A |Ψ)AB = A′ |Ψ)AB implies that A =Dρ A′.

We simply say that a state Ψ ∈ St(AB) is faithful for
system A if, given two arbitrary transformations A,A′ ∈
Transf(A,C), the condition A |Ψ)AB = A′ |Ψ)AB implies
that A = A′. Clearly a state Ψ ∈ St(AB) that is faithful
upon input of Dχ, with χ an internal state, is faithful for
system A.

IV. INFORMATION AND DISTURBANCE

Within the general scenario of operational probabil-
istic theories, and without further assumptions on the
structure of the theory, we aim at defining the notions of
non-disturbing and no-information tests. These notions
have already been investigated for theories that satisfy
local discriminability or purification. We start highlight-
ing the weakness of previous approaches in cases where
the above hypotheses do not hold. The disturbance and
the information produced by a test on a physical system
A are commonly defined in relation to measurements and
states of the system A only, disregarding the action of the
same test on an enlarged systems AB.

A test {Ai}i∈X on system A is said to be non-
disturbing upon input of ρ ∈ St(A) if for every σ in the
refinement set of ρ it is

∑
iAi |σ)A = |σ)A, namely if∑

iAi =ρ IA according to definition 12. However, this
definition is not operationally consistent if applied to the-
ories without local discriminability. A physically relevant
example is that of the Fermionic theory [16] that, due to
the parity super-selection rule, is non-local tomographic
[17, 18] (it is 2-local tomographic according to Definition
9). We can see via a simple example that, for a Fermi-
onic system A, a test {Ai}i∈X such that

∑
iAi =ρ IA

still can disturb the states of a composite system AB.

The parity superselection rule on a system NF of N
Fermions forbids any state corresponding to a super-
position of vectors belonging to FeN and FoN , represent-
ing Fock vector spaces with total even and odd occu-
pation numbers, respectively. As a consequence the set
of states St(NF ) splits in the direct sum of two spaces,
containing the states with even and odd parity, respect-
ively. It is now convenient to make use of the project-
ors onto the well-defined parity subspaces Pe, for the
even space, and Po, for the odd one. Notice that, since
PePo = PoPe = 0 any Fermionic state ρ will be of the
form ρ = PeρPe + PoρPo. Consequently the parity test
{Pe · Pe,Po · Po} leaves every state ρ unchanged. Intuit-
ively , this seems to suggest that parity can be measured
without disturbing. Indeed, this view is in agreement
with the notion of disturbance that has been considered
in the literature so far.

Consider now a mixed state ρ ∈ St(NF ), with ρ =
peρe + poρo, ρe and ρo an even and an odd pure state
respectively, and pe + po = 1. For example, consider the
states

ρe = |00〉〈00| , ρo = |01〉〈01| ,
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and pe = po = 1/2, so that

ρ = 1
2 (|00〉〈00|+ |01〉〈01|).

Since Fermionic theory allows for purification [17], we
can always find a state Ψ ∈ St(MF ), with M > N that
purifies ρ. Since Ψ is pure, it has a definite parity, say
even. In our example one can choose

Ψ =
1

2
(|000〉+ |011〉)(〈000|+ 〈011|). (4)

Therefore, the local test on the system NF that measures
the parity of the system, will not disturb the states of
NF but will decohere the state Ψ to a mixed state, then
introducing a disturbance. For example, in our case

(Pe ⊗ I)Ψ(Pe ⊗ I) + (Po ⊗ I)Ψ(Po ⊗ I)

= 1
2 (|000〉〈000|+ |011〉〈011|).

In order to avoid the above issue, and to introduce a
definition of non-disturbing test that works also for the-
ories without local discriminability, one could say that
a test {Ai}i∈X on system A is non-disturbing upon in-
put of ρ ∈ St(A), if for every σ in the refinement set
of ρ and every purification ΨAB ∈ St(AB) of σ it is∑
iAi |Ψ)AB = |Ψ)AB. This route, which has been pro-

posed in Refs. [9, 10], captures the operational meaning
of disturbance also for Fermionic systems. However, the
definition of Refs. [9, 10] requires purification, and thus
cannot be used in theories without purification, e. g. the
cases of PR boxes, or the classical theory of information.

Based on the above motivations our proposal is to
define the disturbance (and the information) produced
by a test in terms of its action on dilations. This leads
to notions of information and disturbance that are com-
pletely general and thus do not depend on local discrim-
inability or purification. This will allow us to prove a
no-information-without-disturbance theorem for a very
large class of OPTs.

Definition 17 (Non-disturbing test upon input of Dρ).
We say that a test {Ai}i∈X on system A is non-disturbing
upon input of Dρ, with ρ ∈ St(A), if∑

i

Ai =Dρ IA. (5)

Notice that, according to the above definition, the test
{Ai}i∈X is non-disturbing upon input of Dρ if for every
σ in the refinement set of ρ and for every dilation ΨAB ∈
St(AB) of σ, it is∑

i∈X
Ai |Ψ)AB = |Ψ)AB . (6)

This definition of disturbance thus stresses the effect of
a transformation on correlations with remote systems.

We say that a test {Ai}i∈X is non-disturbing if∑
iAi = IA, namely the test is operationally identical

to the identity transformation of system A (it preserves
any state ΨAB for every ancillary system B). In particu-
lar, this is the case if ρ in definition 17 is internal.

Clearly, a test on system A is disturbing upon input
of Dρ, with ρ ∈ St(A) whenever it is not non-disturbing,
namely there exists a σ in the refinement set of ρ and
a dilation ΨAB ∈ St(AB) of σ such that

∑
iAi |Ψ)AB 6=

|Ψ)AB.

Remark 2. We could have defined a non-disturbing test
from A to C upon input of Dρ as follows∑

i

Ai =Dρ R, (7)

where R ∈ Transf(A,C) is a left-reversible transform-
ation, namely there exists another transformation W ∈
Transf(C,A) such thatWR = IA. However, the classific-
ation of non-disturbing tests according to this definition
is is trivially provided by the classification according to
Definition 17. Indeed, the most general non-disturbing
test from A → C is the sequence of tests of the form
{AiR}i∈X, with {Ai}i∈X non-disturbing according to
Definition 17, and R ∈ Transf(A,C) left-reversible.

In the same spirit we can establish if a test provides
information according to the following definition:

Definition 18 (No-information test upon input of Dρ).
We say that a test {Ai}i∈X with events Ai ∈ Transf(A,C)
does not provide information on system A upon input of
Dρ, with ρ ∈ St(A), if for every choice of deterministic
effect e ∈ Eff(CB) there exists a deterministic effect f ∈
Eff(AB) such that

(e|CBAi =Dρ pi(e) (f |AB , ∀i ∈ X. (8)

Again we say that a test {Ai}i∈X is a no-information
test if for any choice of deterministic effects eCB there
exists a deterministic effect fAB, such that

(e|CBAi = pi(e) (f |AB , ∀i ∈ X, (9)

namely the occurrence probability of each outcome i ∈
X does not depend on the state of the system. This
is the case, e.g., if the test {Ai}i∈X does not provide
information upon input of Dρ, with ρ internal state of
the system.

Naturally a test {Ai}i∈X provides information upon
input of Dρ, with ρ ∈ St(A), whenever there exist states
σ and σ′ in the refinement set of ρ and Ψ ∈ Dσ, Ψ′ ∈ Dσ′ ,
with Ψ,Ψ′ ∈ St(AB), such that

(e|CBAi |Ψ)AB∑
j∈X (e|CBAj |Ψ)AB

6=
(e|CBAi

∣∣Ψ′)
AB∑

j∈X (e|CBAj |Ψ′)AB

, (10)

for some deterministic effect eCB.

Remark 3. Notice that in Eq. (9) the probability of the
transformation Ai ∀i ∈ X generally depends on the de-
terministic effect (e|CB, this accounting for non causal
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theories. In the more general case in which also the de-
terministic effect (f |AB on the right hand side of Eq. (9)
depends on i ∈ X, the test {Ai}i∈X would provide in-
formation on the system state (this will happen only for
probabilistic states).

A. No-information without disturbance

In this section we state the condition of no-information
without disturbance and introduce criteria for it to be
satisfied by an OPT.

Definition 19 (No-information without disturbance
upon input of Dρ). Consider an OPT and a state ρ ∈
St(A), with A a system of the theory. Then the OPT
satisfies no-information without disturbance upon input
of Dρ if for every test {Ai}i∈X ⊆ Transf(A) that is non-
disturbing upon input of Dρ, the test does not provide
information upon input of Dρ.

Definition 20 (OPT with no-information without dis-
turbance). We say that an OPT satisfies no-information
without disturbance if it satisfies no-information without
disturbance upon input of Dρ for every ρ ∈ St(A), for
every system A.

We prove now a necessary and sufficient condition for
a theory to satisfy no-information without disturbance.

Theorem 1. An OPT satisfies no-information without
disturbance if and only if the identity transformation is
atomic for every system of the theory.

Proof. We start proving that if an OPT satisfies no-
information without disturbance then the identity trans-
formation is atomic. Consider a system A of the the-
ory, and a refinement {Ai}i∈X (Ai ∈ Transf(A) for every
i ∈ X) of the identity map IA =

∑
iAi for system A.

The test {Ai}i∈X is clearly non-disturbing, therefore by
hypothesis it is a no-information test, namely for every
deterministic effect e ∈ Eff(AB), there exists a determ-
inistic effect f ∈ Eff(AB) such that for every i ∈ X one
has (e|ABAi = pi(e) (f |AB. Summing both sides of the
last equation over the index i ∈ X, and reminding that∑
i∈X pi(e) = 1, we find that e = f . Therefore, the no-

information condition is

(e|ABAi = pi(e) (e|AB , (11)

for every deterministic effect e ∈ Eff(AB). Consider now
an arbitrary pair of pure states Ψk ∈ St(AB), k = 1, 2.
Since

∑
iAi |Ψk)AB = |Ψk)AB, it is

Ai |Ψk)AB = λi(Ψk) |Ψk)AB ,
∑
i

λi(Ψk) = 1, (12)

where the coefficients λi(Ψk) generally depend on the
state Ψk. However, for each pure state Ψk there exists a
deterministic effect ek ∈ Eff(AB) such that (ek|Ψk) 6= 0.

Upon applying the deterministic effect e := 1
2 (e1 +e2) on

both sides of Eq. (12), we get

(e| Ai |Ψk)AB = λi(Ψk) (e|Ψk)AB . (13)

Now, applying both sides of Eq. (11) to Ψk, we get

(e| Ai |Ψk)AB = pi(e) (e|Ψk)AB , (14)

and comparing the last two identities, considering that
(e|Ψk)AB 6= 0, we obtain

λi(Ψ1) = λi(Ψ2) = pi(e), ∀i ∈ X. (15)

Since this holds true for every pair of pure states Ψk,
we conclude that λi(Ψ) is independent of Ψ. Moreover,
by the same argument pi(e) ≡ pi is independent of e.
Then Ai |ρ)AB = pi |ρ)AB, ∀ρ ∈ St(AB), proving that
Ai = piIA. Notice that we implicitly assumed that the
probabilities pi do not depend on the choice of the system
B. Actually this can be proven as shown in Appendix B.

The converse implication, namely that if in a OPT the
identity transformation is atomic then a non-disturbing
test cannot provide information, is trivial. �

The above theorem straightforwardly generalises upon
input of Dρ as follows.

Theorem 2. Consider an OPT and a state ρ ∈ St(A).
Then the OPT satisfies no-information without disturb-
ance upon input of Dρ if and only if the identity IA is
atomic upon input of Dρ.

The proof can be obtained from that of Theorem 1 by
referring to Definitions 17 and 18, and substituting the
pertaining equalities with those upon input of Dρ.

Proposition 4. An OPT satisfies no-information
without disturbance if and only if for every system there
exists an atomic transformation which is either left- or
right-reversible.

Proof. We start proving that a theory with an atomic
reversible transformation for each system satisfies no-
information without disturbance. Let R ∈ Transf(A,C)
be atomic and left-reversible (the right-reversible case is
analogous). Then consider a refinement IA =

∑
iAi,

with Ai ∈ Transf(A) for i ∈ X, of the identity trans-
formation. By definition of identity map it is RIA =∑
iRAi = R, and due to the atomicity of R it must

be RAi ∝ R for every i ∈ X. Since R is left-reversible
(namely there exists W ∈ Transf(C,A) such that WR =
IA) it follows that Ai ∝ IA for every i ∈ X, which proves
the atomicity of IA.

The other implication, that in a theory that satis-
fies no-information without disturbance for every system
there exists an atomic transformation which is either left-
or right-reversible, is trivial. Indeed, in a theory that
satisfies no-information without disturbance the iden-
tity, which is both right- and left-reversible, is atomic
as proved in Theorem 1. �
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Proposition 5. An OPT satisfies no-information
without disturbance if and only if for every system every
reversible transformation is atomic.

Proof. We prove that if the theory satisfies no-
information without disturbance, then every reversible
transformation is atomic. Indeed, let R ∈ Transf(A)
be reversible, and suppose that R =

∑
i∈XRi for test

{Ri}i∈X. Then, one has∑
i∈X
RiR−1 = IA, (16)

and by theorem 1 one has that RiR−1 = piIA. Finally,
multiplying by R to the right, we conclude that Ri =
piR, namely the refinements of R must be trivial. For
the converse, it is sufficient to observe that the identity
is reversible. �

B. Information without disturbance

In this section we provide the general structure of the
state space of any theory where some information can
be extracted from a system without introducing disturb-
ance. Such information is “classical” in the sense that
the measurement is the reading of information that is
repeatable and sharable. In particular, for the classical
OPT the whole information encoded on a system can be
read in this way. The proof of the above statements are
based on the following theorem.

Theorem 3. The non redundant atomic refinement
of the identity is unique for every system. Moreover,
given the non redundant atomic refinement {Ai}i∈X ⊆
Transf(A) of the identity IA =

∑
iAi, one has AiAj =

Aiδij.

Proof. Suppose that the identity transformation of sys-
tem A allows for two atomic refinements IA =

∑
i∈XAi,

and IA =
∑
j∈Y Bj . Since

∑
iAiBj = Bj , from the atom-

icity of the transformations Bj we get AiBj = cijBj , for
some cij ≥ 0 such that

∑
i∈X cij = 1 ∀j ∈ Y. Simil-

arly we get AiBj = dijAi for some dij ≥ 0 such that∑
j∈Y dij = 1 ∀i ∈ X. Then cijBj = dijAi. By non re-

dundancy one has that for fixed j there is only one value
of i = i(j) such that cij > 0, and normalisation gives
ci(j)j = 1. By a similar argument for a fixed i there is
j(i) such that dij(i) = 1. Then one has Bj = Ai(j). This
proves uniqueness of the non redundant atomic refine-
ment of the identity.

By the same argument as before, for the non redund-
ant atomic refinement of the identity one has AiAj =
cijAj = dijAi, for some cij , dij ≥ 0 such that

∑
i∈X cij =∑

j∈X dij = 1 ∀i, j ∈ X. By atomicity and non redund-
ancy one must have cij = dij = δi,j . �

The above theorem has as a consequence the following
structure theorem for OPTs.

Corollary 1. For any pair of systems A, B of an OPT
one has the following decomposition of the set of states
of AB

St(AB) =
⊕

(i,j)∈X×Y

Stij(AB), (17)

where for non redundant atomic decompositions {Ai}i∈X,
{Bj}j∈Y of the identities IA and IB, one has

(Ai ⊗ Bj)
∣∣Ψi′j′

)
= δii′δjj′

∣∣Ψij

)
, (18)

for all Ψi′j′ ∈ Sti′j′(AB).

Remark 4. Notice that from Eq. (17) it trivially follows
that for any system the block decomposition holds

St(A) =
⊕
i∈X

Sti(A). (19)

However, Eq. (17) contains the information that the de-
composition holds in that specific form also for composite
systems. This is not a straightforward consequence of the
decomposition of local states, as witnessed by the fermi-
onic case. Indeed, the state in Eq. (4) does not have
definite parity for the two subsystems corresponding to
two fermions on the left and one on the right, hence the
state space cannot be of the form in Eq. (17).

Remark 5. For a theory without atomicity of parallel
composition one has also the possibility that the re-
finement Ai ⊗ Bj in Eq. (18) of IAB is not atomic.
In such case one has St(AB) =

⊕
k∈Z Stk(AB), and

Stij(AB) =
⊕

k∈Zij Stk(AB), for some partition Zij of

Z.

In the following Corollary we formalise the fact that a
theory where any information can be extracted without
disturbance must have classical sets of states.

Corollary 2. If an OPT is such that it does not satisfy
no-information without disturbance upon input of Dρ, for
every state ρ ∈ St(A) of every system A, then every sys-
tem of the theory is classical.

Proof. The proof follows from the simple fact that all
blocks Stij(AB) in Corollary 1 are one-dimensional, i.e.
all pure states are jointly perfectly discriminable, namely
all the systems of the theory are classical. �

Remark 6. We remind that a system is classical when
all its pure states are jointly perfectly discriminable. As
a consequence the set of states of a classical system is a
simplex. A special case of theory whose systems are all
classical is the usual classical information theory. How-
ever, even when all systems are classical, the theory can
be non classical because the system composition does not
satisfy local discriminability (see Ref. [26]).
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C. Sufficient conditions for no-information without
disturbance

In this section we prove some further conditions for
no-information without disturbance that are only suffi-
cient. The first condition is expressed in the following
proposition and in its corollary.

Proposition 6. An OPT satisfies no-information
without disturbance upon input of Dρ, with ρ ∈ St(A),
if there exists a pure state Ψ ∈ DRefρ that is faithful upon
input of Dρ.

Proof. Given a system A and a state ρ ∈ St(A), let
Ψ ∈ DRefρ be pure and faithful upon input of Dρ (see
Definition 16). Now let the test {Ai}i∈X ∈ Transf(A) be
non-disturbing upon input of Dρ, namely

∑
iAi =Dρ IA.

Then, since Ψ ∈ DRefρ we have
∑
iAi |Ψ) = |Ψ), and

since Ψ is pure, there exists a set of probabilities {pi}i∈X
such that Ai |Ψ) = pi |Ψ). However, due to the faith-
fulness of Ψ, the map A 7→ A |Ψ) is injective upon in-
put of Dρ, and we conclude that Ai =Dρ piIA, and, by
definition, the test {Ai}i∈X ∈ Transf(A) does not extract
information upon input of Dρ. �

Corollary 3. An OPT satisfies no-information without
disturbance if for every system A there exists a pure faith-
full state.

In the next proposition we show that the OPTs that
satisfy purification are a subset of the OPTs with no-
information without disturbance. In the following we will
see that it is actually a proper subset (see also Fig. 1).

Proposition 7. An OPT with purification, satisfies no-
information without disturbance.

Proof. Given an OPT with purification suppose that it
violates the no-information without disturbance, namely
there exists a system A such that IA is not atomic. Then
let IA =

∑
iAi, for some atomic non redundant test

{Ai}i∈X ⊆ Transf(A). Let us consider a mixed state
St(A) 3 |ρ) =

∑
i∈X pi |σi) with pi |σi) := Ai |ρ), and

{pi}i∈X a probability distribution with pi > 0 ∀i. Then
by Theorem 3 we have Ai

∣∣σj) = δij |σi). Since the the-
ory allows for purification, let Ψ ∈ St(AB) be a purific-
ation of ρ for deterministic effect e ∈ Eff(B). Now, one
one hand since the test {Ai}i∈X refines the identity, it
is |Ψ)AB =

∑
i∈XAi |Ψ)AB, and being Ψ pure it must

be Ai |Ψ)AB = qi |Ψ)AB, with {qi}i∈X a probability dis-
tribution. On the other hand, for every i 6= j the mar-
ginals with deterministic effect e ∈ Eff(B) of Ai |Ψ)AB
and Aj |Ψ)AB are perfectly discriminable. But this con-
tradict the fact that Ai |Ψ)AB and Aj |Ψ)AB are both
proportional to Ψ. �

V. OUTLOOK ON NO-INFORMATION
WITHOUT DISTURBANCE

In this last section we analyse the relation between
no-information without disturbance and other proper-

ties of operational probabilistic theories. Here we fo-
cus on local discriminability and purification that, being
typical quantum features, are commonly associated with
no-information without disturbance. Here, via concrete
examples, we show that no-information without disturb-
ance can actually be satisfied independently of the above
two properties.

The following proposition proves that the probabilistic
theory [27–31] corresponding to the PR-boxes model, ori-
ginally introduced in Ref. [32], satisfies no-information
without disturbance.

Proposition 8. The PR-boxes theory satisfies no-
information without disturbance.

Proof. This can be proved in several ways. For example
we show that any system of the theory allows for a revers-
ible atomic transformation and then use Proposition 4.
The fact that any system has a reversible atomic trans-
formation follows from the following three points. I) The
reversible transformations of the elementary system A of
the theory (the convex set of normalized states of A is
represented by a square, and the set of reversible trans-
formations of A coincides with the set of symmetries of a
square, the dihedral group of order eight D8, containing
four rotations and four reflections) are atomic [29]. II)
From Refs. [33, 34] we know that the set of reversible
maps of the N -partite system A⊗N is generated by local
reversible operations plus permutations of the systems.
Accordingly, the system A⊗N allows for a multipartite
reversible transformation U1 ⊗ U2 ⊗ UN made of local
reversible transformations Ui, i = 1, . . . N . III) Since
PR-boxes satisfy local discriminability, the chosen multi-
partite transformation is atomic due to the atomicity of
parallel composition (see Proposition 2). �

The last proposition leads to the following relevant co-
rollary.

Corollary 4. No-information without disturbance does
not imply purification.

Proof. PR-boxes theory with minimal tensor product
[14], which satisfies no-information without disturbance
(see the above Proposition 8), indeed does not satisfy
purification, since every pure state is a tensor product of
local pure states. �

Turning to the case of local discriminability, we now
show that it is independent on no-information without
disturbance. Indeed, there are theories that satisfy the
former and not the latter (e.g. classical theory), and
viceversa, theories that satisfy the latter but not the
former, e.g. the fermionic [16–18] and the real [17, 18, 23]
quantum theories. This follows from Proposition 7, con-
sidering that both theories satisfy purification. Therefore
we have the following corollary.

Corollary 5. No-information without disturbance and
local discriminability are independent.
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• FQT

• RQT

• QT

Local discriminabilityNo-info w. disturbance

Purification

• BCT

Figure 1. Comparing OPTs that satisfy no-information
without disturbance (grey set), local discriminability (red set)
and purification (blue set). Quantum theory (QT) lies at
the intersection of the three sets. The set of OPTs with
purification is a proper subset of OPTs with no-information
without disturbance. An example of OPT that satisfies no-
information without disturbance but violates purification is
the PR-boxes theory with minimal tensor product (PR).
Moreover, PR-boxes satisfy local discriminability, providing
a non-trivial intersection between local discriminability and
no-information without disturbance in the absence of purific-
ation. We observe that no-information without disturbance
is independent of local discriminability and viceversa. Indeed
classical theory (CL) satisfies only local discriminability while
Fermionic quantum theory (FQT) and real quantum theory
(RQT) satisfy only no-information without disturbance. Fi-
nally, it has been shown in Ref. [24] that there exist OPTs
without local discriminability, that have all systems classical,
thus retaining the possibility of extracting all the informa-
tion without disturbance. An example is the bilocal classical
theory (BCT) of the same Ref. [24], which satisfies 2-local
discriminability (see Definiton 9).

Finally, we observe that as a consequence of Corollary
2, and subsequent remark, the classical theory of informa-
tion is the only theory with local discriminability in which
all the information can be extracted without disturbance.
However, in the absence of local discriminability, it is still
possible to have other theories where all the information
can be extracted without disturbance. This has been
proved in Ref. [24] where the authors describe an OPT
whose systems of any dimension are classical (and then
violate no-information without disturbance), but with a
parallel composition that differs from the usual classical
one, leading to a violation of local discriminability, more
precisely to a 2-local theory according to Definition 9.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have analysed the interplay between information
and disturbance for a general operational probabilistic
theory, considering the effect of measurements also on
entanglement with the environment, differently from the
traditional approach focused only on the measured sys-
tem. Indeed, the two resulting notions of disturbance
coincide only in special cases, such as quantum theory,
as well as every theory that satisfies local discriminab-
ility. Our approach is universal for any OPT, including
theories without causality or purification. In this setting
we proved that the atomicity of the identity transforma-
tion is an equivalent condition for no-information without
disturbance.

We have characterized the structure of theories where
the identity is not atomic, showing that in this case the
information that can be extracted without disturbance
is “classical”, in the sense that it is sharable and repeat-
able. On the other hand, the typical situation for a gen-
eral OPT entails information whose extraction requires
disturbance–the only exception being classical theory.

While no information without disturbance is a con-
sequence of purification, the converse is not true, as poin-
ted out by counter-examples. Similarly we have shown
that no-information without disturbance and local dis-
criminability are independent properties of the theory.

Our results are expected to have immediate applic-
ability to secure key-distribution. Indeed, a physical
theory including a system (or even just a set of states
of a system) that satisfies no-information without dis-
turbance can guarantee a private and reliable channel
for distributing messages. The idea of studying se-
cure key-distribution in a framework more general than
the classical and the quantum ones has been proposed
in Refs. [12, 14], and the present generalisation of no-
information without disturbance to arbitrary OPTs is a
first step in proving that secure key-distribution is pos-
sible in any non-classical theory.
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Appendix A

In the operational framework any event A induces a
map between states. Consider for example the event

A A B .

For every choice of ancillary system C, and for every state
Ψ ∈ St(AC), the event A maps the state Ψ to the state
given by the following circuit

Ψ

A A B

C
.

Accordingly, while states and effects are linear func-
tionals over each other, we can always look at an event
as a map between states

A : |Ψ)AC ∈ St(AC) 7→ A |Ψ)AC ∈ St(BC), (A1)

(and similarly as a map between effects, from Eff(AC)
to Eff(BC)). The map above can be linearly exten-
ded to a map from StR(AC) to StR(BC) (we denote
the extended map with the same symbol A) and this
extension is unique. Indeed a linear combination of
states of AC is null, say

∑
i ci |Ψi), if and only if∑

i ci (a|Ψi) = 0 for any a ∈ Eff(BC). Moreover, since
(b|BA ∈ Eff(AC) for every b ∈ Eff(B), then ∀b ∈ Eff(B)
it is 0 = (b|BA(

∑
i ci |Ψi)AB) =

∑
i ci (b|BA |Ψi)AB =

(b|B
∑
i ciA |Ψi)AB, and we finally get

∑
i ciA |Ψi)AB =

0.

Appendix B

Given a transformation A ∈ Transf(A) such that for
eery system B there exists pB such that

A |ρ)AB = pB |ρ)AB , (B1)

then actually pB ≡ p cannot depend on the system B.
Indeed, choosing ρ = τ ⊗ σB with arbitrary τ ∈ St(A)
and normalised σ ∈ St(B), and discarding system B on
both sides of Eq. (B1) ∀ρ ∈ St(AB), one obtains A |τ) =
pB |τ). This clearly shows that pB ≡ p.
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